The following topics will be considered for the exam of this unit:

1. Target Vocabulary. **Lesson 1**
   - **Pirate vocabulary**: page 4.
     Check meaning of the words in context.
     Review exercises on Language Arts NOTEBOOK, HOMEWORKS and VIDEOS from Atrium.

2. Grammar.
   - **Personal Pronouns**: (I, You, He, She, It, We, You, They)
     Review exercises on Language Arts NOTEBOOK, HOMEWORKS and VIDEOS from Atrium.
   - **Identify someone’s possessions (apostrophe)**: page 5, 6, 77, 78 and 79.
     Review exercises on Language Arts NOTEBOOK, HOMEWORKS and VIDEOS from Atrium.

3. Reading comprehension

4. Listening
   - **Pirate vocabulary**: page 4.